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THE BEGINNING
A chance discovery of a fragment of a Confederate printing stone led to a quest
that traced a previously unknown odyssey and unearthed new information on the
history of the final days of the Confederate Treasury Department.  The following
series of articles presents the story, its researchers and their conclusions.

Greeneville Tennessee –Thanksgiving 2008
Greeneville Tennessee was the epicenter of Union activity in Civil War-

era Tennessee. It’s most famous resident was Andrew Johnson, Union Military
Governor of Tennessee and later 17th President. Additionally, the dashing
Confederate General John Hunt Morgan was killed in Greeneville. In nearby
Embreeville, General Duff Green’s Confederate Iron Works was in operation
and its iron was shipped by barge through Greeneville. 

Today, historical tourism is a major component of the economy of this
town of 15,000. Greeneville has five museums.  

The day after Thanksgiving in 2008, Tom Carson visited one of the
museums - Nathaniel Greene, Greene County Museum. Housed in the old
Greeneville High School, its collections focus primarily on the history of
Greeneville and the lifestyle of the generations of its citizens. In one room
exhibiting the military history of Greeneville from the Revolutionary War to pre-
sent, Tom found one case with three Civil War notes and a major surprise. What
caught Tom's eye was part of the reverse lithographic stone for printing the $10
1864 Confederate treasury note (T68). With permission of the Executive
Director, Tom snapped a few images with his cell phone and arranged to return
with a better camera. 

Immediately several question come to mine. How did a piece of the $10
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Stone discovered in a Greenville, TN
museum by Tom Carson, and subse-
quently displayed at the Memphis
International Paper Money Show.
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Confederate 1864 lithographic stone get to Greeneville? Given Greeneville’s
Union history, was it real or a Yankee attempt at wrecking the Confederate econo-
my?

Lithography
It is important to understand lithography to understand the stone.  George

Tremmel furnished the following description.
Lithographic printing, was invented by Aloys Senefelder in 1798.  The

word lithography comes from Greek, meaning “to write or draw on stone”.
Lithography is a planographic process in which the image and non-image are on
the same surface, not physically separated.  With other printing techniques such as
intaglio, the image is either engraved or etched into a plate.  While with typogra-
phy, the non-image (unprinted) area is cut away.

In lithography the separation of the image and non-image areas is achieved
primarily through the principle that oil repels water.  This is facilitated by a chemi-
cal reaction that results when a solution, called an etch, is applied to the stone to
strengthen the oil and water repulsion.  For mid-nineteenth century printers, litho-
graphy offered both flexibility and high volume output, much like office copiers of
today.

Civil War-era lithographers used a special limestone found mainly in
Bavaria.  The stone was first prepared to receive an image by grinding and polish-
ing its surface to a very smooth finish.  At this point, an oil-based master image was
put down on the stone by one of a several techniques.  In one approach, the image
was traced directly on a stone after a protective coating had been applied.  Tracing
or "scratching" the image exposed the stone beneath the protective coating.
Linseed oil was rubbed into the exposed lines making them oil-receptive and the
coating washed off.  Another approach was to transfer an inked image from a wood-
cut block, intaglio plate, or even a photographic negative on light sensitive gelatin,
to special transfer paper.  The transfer paper was then carefully put down on a pre-
pared stone and the heavily inked negative image transferred to the stone.  As
before, the ink was oil-based, so the master design was now an oil-based image on
the face of the stone.  The stone was then covered by a water-based "etch" solution.
The etch was a solution of gum arabic and nitric acid which had no effect on the
oil-based image but was received by the non-image pores of the stone.  The etch
was left on the stone for about five minutes and then removed with cheesecloth by
buffing the surface of the stone vigorously and smoothly, leaving a thin, dry layer of

Nineteenth Century lithographic
printing press.
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gum.  This process was repeated several times until the master image was stabilized
on the stone.  The pores on the stone's face now were either highly receptive to oil
(image) or highly receptive to water (non image).

As with the other printing processes, the master image medium was not
used to directly print currency but to make copies of itself.  Master images of cur-
rency were pulled from the master stone and transferred to a secondary stone
where a multiple note positive image of a full sheet was built up from individual
note master images.  The repetitive process of stabilizing the image, again, was
preformed.  Once the intermediary or transfer stone had a stabilized image of a
complete sheet of notes, an image was pulled onto another transfer sheet and this
image was put down on a third stone following the same process as before.  The
final stone, with its negative image, was the printing stone.  The master and trans-
fer stones were reserved for use in making additional printing stones.  The process
for printing the finished notes was essentially the same as making transfer sheets,
except that printing inks and note paper were used instead of special transfer inks
and paper.

The most common reason for variety differences within a given note type
is that multiple printing stones were used throughout an issue's printing life.  As
stones wore out replacements were made from master image stones.  In transfer-
ring master images to printing stones, small differences were introduced by the
imprecision of the stone image replication process.  To collectors of today, another
frustrating characteristic of the lithographic process is the variation in appearance
of notes caused by the imprecision of the printing process itself.  Sometimes called
printing irregularities, these variations are found on notes from the same stone.
They were caused by inconsistencies such as uneven wear of the printing stone,
uneven application of the printing ink and differences in print shop operating pro-
cedures.  The differences are most apparent in vignette detail, especially portraits.
As a result, notes sometimes appear to be counterfeit but are actually poorly print-
ed genuine notes.  In this case, determination of genuineness requires a close and
careful examination of the suspect note under magnification and comparison with
known genuine notes (the more the better).

International Paper Money Show - Memphis 2009
The Board of the Nathaniel Greene Museum graciously agreed to the

stone being exhibited in Memphis at the annual Memphis paper money show.
Exhibits Chairman Martin Delger rearranged his exhibits to make it Exhibit
Number 1, but, unfortunately, the cases used by the Memphis Coin Club were not
deep enough for the stone. As a result, the stone could only briefly be examined by
the experts in attendance.  None of the experts had ever seen a Confederate cur-
rency lithographic stone and knew of none. After the stone was examined by Pierre
Fricke, Hugh Shull and Crutchfield Williams, the consensus opinion was that the
stone was, indeed, a remnant of a Confederate treasury lithographic printing stone.
Hugh Shull then remembered that a small museum near Columbia, SC had a small
piece of a similar stone.

Mike McNeil (expert on Confederate currency signers) was the next to
enter the discussion. He was impressed by the stone but, but reserved his opinion
at that time. Mike’s comments and other findings will be the subject of a later arti-
cle in this series.

How did it get to Greeneville?
The next article will follow the final days of the Confederate Treasury and

the Treasury Note Bureau.  In it, we will trace the journey of the Note Bureau
after its evacuation from the captured and burned Columbia, South Carolina.
Further articles will reveal more of the story such as escape, murder, attempts to
prolong the Confederacy and much more.                                                               v
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